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Polling Question #1
1. Why are you interested in mergers
(select all that apply):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

To save money
To improve / expand services
To improve administrative capacity and efficiency
To enhance visibility and connections
None of the above - I’m Zoom-bombing
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CAA Merger Manual
 Intended to help nonprofit CAAs:
– Understand mergers and what’s
involved
– Assess merger readiness and goals
– Identify and evaluate potential
partners
– Work through steps in the process
– Anticipate obstacles
– Learn from CAAs that have merged
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Working Definition of Merger
 Working Definition
– General term used to describe a partnership in which two
or more organizations become one
• Legally, governed by state nonprofit corporate law and
generally describes a transaction where one organization is
the successor to all of the assets and liabilities of the other
organization

 Many different ways of structuring a merger
– First, discuss goals of partnership
– Form (choice of partner and structure) will follow function
(what we hope to achieve)
– Language matters in framing partnership
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Using the Manual
 Common questions
 Key terms
 Worksheets
 Sample documents
 CAA case studies
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CAA Case Studies
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CAA Case Studies
Agency A
• Non-profit CAA; $15M annual
revenue
• 24 board members; 92 employees
• Serves 3 counties (mix urban/rural)
• Programs:
– CSBG
– Head Start
– Energy assistance
– Weatherization

Agency B
• Non-profit CAA; $5M annual
revenue
• 18 board members; 65 employees
• Serves 2 counties, adjacent to
Agency A’s 3 counties (urban)
• Facing financial difficulty
(significant loans that CAA cannot
repay; built a number of homes as
part of a housing development that
could not be sold).
• Programs:
– CSBG
– Head Start
– Energy assistance
– Weatherization
3
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Using the Manual
 Work through one section at a time:
– Key points before starting
– Organizational assessment and
identifying a partner
– Next steps in the merger process
– Merger structures and alternatives
– Regulatory issues
– Potential obstacles and lessons learned
8
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Key Points Before Starting
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Why Consider Merging?
 Improved, expanded or preserved programs and
services
 Strengthened financial position
 Upgraded administrative capacity and efficiency
and/or
 Enhanced visibility, branding and reputation
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Why Consider Merging?
 The ultimate goal of a merger should be to further
your CAA’s mission
 Evaluate merger from perspective of people and
communities served
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Merger Costs







Staff time
Professional fees
Systems integration expenses
Human resources costs
Facilities costs
Re-branding costs
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When Should We Start?
 Before it is necessary (i.e., before there is a
crisis/before programs have been damaged)
 Often leadership transitions can be a good time to
initiate conversations internally and externally
 Process may take several months to a couple
years
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Who Does What?
 Board generally oversees the merger process
– Analyzes pros and cons of merging, whether and how it
will fulfill mission and votes on merger
– Fiduciary duties:
• Duty of Care
• Duty of Loyalty

 Executive directors lead day-to-day work
 Joint merger committee
 Outside assistance:
– Merger consultant, funders, associations, attorney,
accountant, interim ED other consultants
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Organizational Assessment
and Identifying a Partner
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Organizational Assessment








Mission
Motivations for merging
Goals it hopes to achieve by merging
Critical issues facing the organization
Potential obstacles and red flags
Financial position
Strengths and weaknesses as a merger partner
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Organizational Assessment
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Finding Merger Partners
 What are some ways of identifying potential
partners?
– Existing alliances and collaborations
– Board or ED contacts/relationships
– Working with a consultant
• E.g., state CSBG office or CAA state/regional association
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Finding Merger Partners
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Finding Merger Partners
 Initially, have a discussion between
organizations’ leaders
– Identify potential merger partners
– Engage in discussions with leaders of various
organizations to assess interest
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Evaluating Merger Partners
 What should we look for in a partner?
– May, but need not necessarily be, another CAA or Head
Start grantee
– Both organizations bring strengths (e.g., resources,
relationships, experience, skills) to the table
– Compatible missions, services, organizational cultures
– Strategic service fit
– Geographic fit
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Evaluating Merger Partners
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Next Steps in the Merger Process
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Merger Process
 Once parties are committed to moving forward …
– Get board approval to move forward

– Often sign a “Letter of Intent” (also known as a “Term
Sheet” or a “Memorandum of Understanding”)
– Enter into a confidentiality agreement (see CAPLAW
sample Confidentiality Agreement)

– Consider forming a joint merger committee
– Articulate a shared vision for the merger
– Conduct due diligence (see CAPLAW sample Due
Diligence Checklist)
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Merger Process
Choose a merger structure
Engage in negotiations and develop recommendations
Plan and manage communications
Work with regulators, funders, licensors, accreditors,
vendors to get approvals and transfer grants/contracts
– Plan for and start working on integration
– Prepare legal documents
–
–
–
–

– Get board approval of merger

– Sign and file merger documents
– Integrate the organizations
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Merger Structures and Alternatives
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Merger Structures






Statutory merger
Consolidation
Parent-subsidiary relationship
Asset transfer/acquisition
Program transfer
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Alternatives to Merging






Maintaining status quo
Conducting joint program activities
Sharing administrative functions or facilities
Giving up program(s)
Shutting down
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Regulatory Issues
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Regulatory Issues
 CSBG
 Head Start
 Ability to transfer other government
grants/contracts, licenses, accreditations
 Merger costs likely to be unallowable charges to
federal grants, except with prior approval
– See Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.455

 Union issues
 Keep your funding sources informed!
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Potential Obstacles and
Lessons Learned
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Potential Obstacles







Concerns about loss of identity
Cost and time
Funding source rules
Lack of buy-in
Short-term focus
Organizational culture
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Polling Question #2
2. What do you see as the biggest obstacle to your
CAA merging with another organization? (select
one)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Loss of identity and goodwill in the community
Amount of money, time, and effort required to merge
Staff concerns about employment post-merger
Need to recompete Head Start grant
Lack of compatible merger partners
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Lessons Learned











Ensure the merger furthers each partner’s mission
Articulate a shared vision for the merger
Get early board buy-in
Identify merger champion(s)
Make the time to identify and build trust
Conduct thorough due diligence
Communicate with funders early and often
Strategize about community outreach
Get T&TA
Prioritize organizational culture
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Polling Question #3
3. After this webinar, it is likely that your CAA will
(select all that apply):
a.
b.
c.
d.

Seek out additional information on mergers
Explore merging with another organization
Explore sharing services with another organization
Consider transferring or acquiring program(s) to/from
another organization
e. None of the above
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This training is part of the Community Services Block Grant
(CSBG) Legal Training and Technical Assistance (T/TA) Center.
It was created by Community Action Program Legal Services,
Inc. (CAPLAW) in the performance of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and
Families, Office of Community Services Cooperative
Agreement–Grant Award Number 90ET0467-03
Any opinion, findings, and conclusions, or recommendations
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and
Families or the U.S. Government.
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